FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

MAY 2019 FILM LISTINGS

Control
Sun 19th May

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK;
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

www.picturesinthepark.net

THURSDAYS 8pm
The finest independent & world cinema
2nd May

SUPPORT THE GIRLS
2nd May

Comedy Drama · 93 mins · USA · 2018

A single crazy day in the life of Lisa, the general manager of ‘Double
Whammies’, a sports bar staffed by buxom barmaids, as she tries to
take care of her staff while dealing with a variety of challenging issues
2nd May

THE GOLDEN DREAM
9th May

Drama · 108 mins · Mexico · 2013

A trio of teenagers from the slums of Guatemala undertake a perilous
journey, stowing away on freight trains and walking railroad tracks, in
an attempt to reach the United States and the promise of a better life
9th May

THE RIDER

16th May

Western Drama · 104 mins · USA · 2018

A renowned rodeo cowboy struggles to readjust after sustaining a serious
head injury while trying to ride a bucking bronco and discovering that he
may no longer be able to do the only thing that he knows how to do well
16th May

OKJA

23rd May
Fantasy Drama Satire · 120 mins · South Korea / USA · 2017

The multinational conglomerate behind a genetically engineered super-pig
places 26 of them worldwide in a PR-motivated contest, but a farmer’s
daughter who has befriended one doesn’t want the company to take it back
23rd May
30th May

THE EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES OF ADÈLE BLANC-SEC

30th May
Fantasy Adventure · 107 mins · France · 2010

In Paris, 1911, an intrepid author sets out on an Egyptian adventure to
recover a mummified doctor whom she hopes to bring back to life to
cure her near-catatonic sister in this madcap comic-book adaptation

SATURDAYS 8pm
A varied range of cinematic classics
4th May

MORTAL ENGINES
4th May

Fantasy Sci-Fi Adventure · 128 mins · New Zealand / USA · 2018

In a post-apocalyptic world where entire cities ride around on
wheels consuming smaller settlements, a mysterious young
woman joins forces with an apprentice historian and a dangerous
outlaw to stop the city of London destroying everything in its path
4th May

ALIEN

11th May
Sci-Fi Horror · 116 mins · USA · 1979

In space, no-one can hear you scream...! Long before it got into
dust-ups with predators or was genetically remixed by Michael
Fassbender, the original terrifying xenomorph stalked the crew of
claustrophobic spaceship Nostromo in this unbearably tense classic
11th May

THE FAVOURITE

18th May

Historical Comedy Drama · 119 mins · UK · 2018

In 18th century England, Queen Anne is essentially a figurehead as her
close friend Lady Sarah pulls the strings. When Sarah’s disgraced cousin
Abigail arrives in court to be a servant, she sees an opportunity to return
to her aristocratic roots in this vicious and darkly comic award-winner
18th May

RALPH BREAKS THE INTERNET

25th May - 3pm Matinee

Animated Comedy Adventure · 111 mins · USA · 2018

When Vanellope’s arcade game breaks, Wreck-it Ralph decides to use
the newly-installed wi-fi to visit the internet in an attempt to obtain a
replacement part, only to find their relationship tested when the vast world
of new possibilities they encounter quickly begins to tempt his best friend
25th May

GLASS

25th May
25th May

Sci-Fi Thriller · 129 mins · USA · 2018

In this sequel to Unbreakable and Split, David Dunn, now a vigilante, goes
after the possibly superhuman multiple-personality kidnapper dubbed ‘the
Horde’, but the pair soon find themselves in an institution with Dunn’s
former mentor/nemesis: the supervillain who calls himself Mr. Glass...

SUNDAYS 8pm
5th May

Alternatively Cinevangelist or Big Ted
CINEVANGELIST:
Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!

5th May

BIG TED’S VIDEO VAULT:

An eclectic selection of lo-fi cinema including some cult classics

NINE QUEENS
12th May

5th May
Crime Drama · 114 mins · Argentina · 2000

A pair of grifters join forces when they are enlisted to sell a forged
set of extremely valuable stamps, but what seems like a simple
swindle is increasingly complicated by a cast of shady characters
12th May

19th May

(THRILLER)
12th May
102 mins · You may like it if you like: Buried

An operation to capture a British Jihadi in Kenya, overseen in the UK
and using the US army for surveillance, takes an unexpected turn that
sets off a tense race against time to prevent an imminent attack
19th May

CONTROL
19th May
Biographical Music Drama · 122 mins · UK · 2007

26 May
th

Filmed partially in Macclesfield, this is the story of Ian Curtis, the
troubled lead singer of Joy Division, and how his personal struggles
while the band grew successful ultimately led him down a dark path

(ANIMATED DRAMA)
26th May
26th May

80 mins · You may like it if you like: Pixar shorts

A man finds himself shipwrecked on a tropical island with only the
wildlife for company in this magical, meditative and minimalist
recounting of a lifetime rendered in stunning yet simple animation

